Dean's Undergraduate Research Fund Recipients 2015-2016

**MARC ACEVEDO**, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**RAFAEL AGUIRRE**, Anthropology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

**SIDRA AHMAD**, International Relations  
Hirschfeld Family Research Scholar

**SAMUEL AHMAD**, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**AVA AHMADBEIGI**, Social and Cultural Analysis  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

**ELIANA AJODAN**, Psychology  
Marion Cohen Griffel Research Scholar

**JOHN AMBROSIO**, History, Journalism  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**SEBASTIAN AMENT**, Mathematics and Computer Science  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

**CLAUDIA ARNOLDO**, East Asian Studies, History  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**AZIZJON AZIMI**, Economics, International Relations  
Holten Family Research Scholar

**ZERINA BALIC**, Biology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

**SALANKARA BANDYOPADHYAY**, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**GILLIAN BARNA**, Economics, Politics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

**HANNAH BARZ**, Comparative Literature  
Collegiate Research Scholar

**VIKTORIYA BERDAN**, Chemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
CHRISTOPHER BERENSON, History
Mary L. Santirocco Research Scholar

GAELIN BERNSTEIN, Individualized Major
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTINA BEROS, Global Public Health/History
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ROHIT BHAN, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

JILLIAN BIEGEL, Psychology
Susan and Robert Grossman Research Scholar

KRISHNA BIKKASANI, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ABIGAIL BISI, Psychology
Daniel Getman and Leonard Marker Memorial Research Scholar

JOSEFA BITENC, Medieval and Renaissance Studies
Robert A. Fowkes Research Scholar

PHOEBE BOATWRIGHT, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

WELLESLEY BOBOC, Linguistics, Psychology
Mary Rudie Barneby Research Scholar

SERGIY BOKHNYAK, Computer Science, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

TAYLER BORN, Politics, Psychology
Eileen Guggenheim Research Scholar

AISHA BOSULA, Global Public Health/Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA BRAVERMAN, English and American Literature, History
Thomas Kane Research Scholar in English

ALEXANDRA BRAY, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar
DIANNA BRICE, Global Public Health/Sociology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIEL BROWN, Politics  
Max Bronner Research Scholar

DYLAN BROWN, Neural Science  
Collegiate Research Scholar

RIKKI BRUKNER, Politics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DOMINIC BURKART, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

JACK BURLING NEBE, Philosophy, Politics  
Arthur L. Wolf Research Scholar

SERGIO CALLE, Anthropology, Dramatic Literature  
Peter Bergmann Research Scholar

KRISTA CAMP, Sociology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

VERONICA CARCHEDI, Journalism, Spanish  
Collegiate Research Scholar

LILA CARPENTER, Politics  
Jeffrey S. Gould Research Scholar in American Politics

JACLYN CASTELAR, Politics  
Ellie and David Werber Research Scholar in Social Sciences

KAREN CASTRO, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JUSTIN CHAN, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

E. YEON CHANG  
Tory Dent Research Scholar

SANCHIT CHATURVEDI, Computer Science, Mathematics  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

AYA CHEAITO, Neural Science, Psychology  
Collegiate Research Scholar
KIMBERLY CHEN, Biochemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JADE CHEN, East Asian Studies, International Relations  
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOAL CHEN, Cinema Studies  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YUWEN CHENG, Biology  
Ariel and Alaleh Ostad Research Scholar

BREA CHILDS, History  
Collegiate Research Scholar

SILVIA CHOI, Psychology  
Nicole and Joseph Meyer Research Scholar

DIANE CHOI, Biochemistry  
Kringstein Family Research Scholar

ELI CORCOS, Mathematics, Physics  
Linn-Cohen Family Research Scholar

ABRIL COSTANZA, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DANIEL COSTA-ROBERTS, Journalism, Politics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

NATALIE COVILL, Urban Design and Architecture Studies  
Daniel A. and Amy L. Rock Research Scholar

ANDREA CUMPELIK, Neural Science  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAMANTHA CUNNINGHAM, Sociology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

MADELINE D’AGOSTINO, English and American Literature  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SREELA DAS, Computer Science, Physics  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANA DIGIOVANNI, Economics, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
SAMUEL DISOTELL, Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar

AKSHUNNA SHAURYA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KATIE DONNELLY, Sociology
Herman Berkman Undergraduate Research Scholar

FLORBY DORME, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

COLIN DROHAN, English and American Literature
Collegiate Research Scholar

KYLE DROPPA, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARGARET EBY, Sociology
John G. Fleming Research Scholar

JULIA EINHORN, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

REBECCA ELBOGEN, Psychology
Drs. Aaron A. and Francine M. Stein Family Research Scholar

MARTA ELLIOTT, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Robert Selander Research Scholar

SAMANTHA EMORY, English and American Literature, Spanish
Peggy and Bernard Sakin Research Scholar

VICTORIA ENDE, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JORDAN EPESTEIN, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

IRAQ ESHGHI, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SHARMENIE ESIN, Sociology
Dr. Molly S. Geller Research Scholar

FAARIHA FAHEEM, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
ANDRES FELIPE FAJARDO RAMIREZ, Economics, Philosophy
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JINGYU FAN, Economics and Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

ELYANA FELDMAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SARA FERNANDES, Psychology
Dr. Dorothy Starr Research Scholar

ALEXANDER FERRENA, Biology
Larry and Klara Silverstein Research Scholar

BEATRICE FIECHTNER CHRISTOFARO, Anthropology, Latin American Studies
Schachter Family Research Scholar

BIDDY FRAGA, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

LIKHIT GANEDI, Mathematics and Computer Science, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXANDRA GASTONE, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTINA GAY, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXA GELTZEILER, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

WILLIAM GOEDEL, Global Public Health/Sociology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KANAK GOKARN, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

KATRINA GOLDSKY-DILL, Language and Mind
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

BRIAN GOTTLIEB, Politics
Samuel E.Q. Ashley Research Scholar

SAROJ GOURKANTI, Biology
Walter and Phyllis Loeb Research Scholar
TENAY GREENE, Global Public Health/Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

XIAOJUN GUAN, Economics and Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANGELICA GUERCIO, Biology
Max and Cecil (Steuer) Chesin Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

JUANA GUGLIELMINO, Psychology, Romance Languages
Collegiate Research Scholar

ELIZABETH GURDUS, Dramatic Literature, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

GABRIEL HAJYOUSIF, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

GEORGE HAJJAR, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MATHEW HAKIMI, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHANNON HALEY, Physics
Dr. Milton Goldstein, D.D.S., Research Scholar

YU QI HAN, Economics, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER HARVEY, History
Count Lorenzo Attolico di Adelfia Research Scholar

SYED ALI HASSAN, Economics, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

TYLER HEITMANN, Biochemistry
Mortimer J. Natkins Memorial Research Scholar
Horace Wendorf Research Scholar

BERGEN HENDRICKSON, Comparative Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CLARA HEUMANN, Economics, Politics
Sidney Feldshuh & Lillian Kaplan Feldshuh Research Scholar

TOM HINDMARSH STEN, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar
LAUREN HIRAI, Physics
Howard M. Weisberg Family Research Scholar

MAIJA HONIG, Biology, Psychology
William J. McKeon Research Scholar

DEAN HUANG, Mathematics, Physics
James Koch Research Scholar

EMER HUGHES, Comparative Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER ICK, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIFFAT ISLAM, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALISHA JADHAV, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIDHARTH JAIN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SAERA JEON, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JIYOUNG JO, Environmental Studies, Metropolitan Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

NIKITAS KANELLAKOPOULOS, Physics
Collegiate Research Scholar

DANA KAPELLER-LIBERMANN, Neural Science
Miller Family Research Scholars

ALEXANDER KARIO, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SEAN KAROTT, Psychology
Liebman Family Research Scholar

PRIYA KASIMBEG, Economics, Physics
Myron Kove Research Scholar

JULIA KATZ, Art History
Herman J. Wechsler Research Scholar in Fine Arts
DANNA KELMER, Computer Science
Jurate Kazickas Research Scholar

AISHA KHAN, Global Public Health/Anthropology
Joseph A. Rice Research Scholar

SAMEER KHAN, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

SO UN KIM, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JONG KIM, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JACQUELYN KINNEY, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISABELLE KLINGHOFFER, History, Politics
Roger and Beth Carlton Research Scholars

DREW KOGON, History, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JESSIE KOHLMAN, Politics
Nicholas and Andrea Ferrara Research Scholar

EMILY KOO, Anthropology, East Asian Studies
Joel and Shari Beckman Research Scholar

NORMAN KONTAROVICH, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANNA KREIENBERG, English and American Literature, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

RACHELLE KRYGIER, Journalism, Politics
William B. Baer Research Scholar

KRISHNA KULKARNI, History, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PETER KYRIAKIDES, Chemistry, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

KRISTEN LEE, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
JEFFERSON LEE, Computer Science, Mathematics
Collegiate Research Scholar

AMY LEE, Psychology
Jack Sitt Research Scholar

GABRIELLE LEE, Anthropology and Linguistics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KEVIN LEE, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JET LEM, Chemistry, East Asian Studies
Varet Family Research Scholar

YINAN LI, Environmental Studies, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Susumu Okamura Research Scholar

YUNQI LI, Economics, Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

WEN YI LIM, Economics, Politics
Sylvia Engel Friedman Research Scholar

DAVID LIN, Psychology
Daniel A. Swick Research Scholar

DEREK LIN, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIRI LOKEN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RYAN LOWDER, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

DEBORAH LUBANGA, History, Journalism
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALISSA LUK, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

XUEJUAN LUO, Economics, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MATTHEW LUO, Biochemistry, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
MARIA PAULA MACHLINE, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

MARINA MAKRAM, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

IGOR MAKSIMOVIC, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

GABRIELLE MARCZAK, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOHN MARTIN, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

NINA MARYN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ELAD MASHIACH, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

ALYSSA MATESIC, English and American Literature
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

IVANA MATIJEVIC, English and American Literature, German
Collegiate Research Scholar

NELE MAYER, Art History, German
James A. Shea Research Scholar

MEAGAN MCDERMOTT, Chemistry
Salant Family Research Scholar in Pre-Health Studies

GAURIKA MEHTA, Politics, South Asian Studies
Drs. Mayank and Amita Patel Research Scholar

PILAR MELENDEZ, Journalism, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MICHELLE MENDIOLAZA, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

JOHN MESSINGER, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ASIF MIAH, Biology
Seena and George Silbert Research Scholar
EMILY MILLER, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

ARNAV MODY, Economics, International Relations
Nathan Ende Research Scholar

SAUMYA MODY, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SHIRA MOGIL, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

STEPHANIE MONCADA, Romance Languages
Shirley Schmones Wallach Research Scholar

CHLOE MORGAN, Biochemistry
Swartz Family Research Scholar

SAGE MORISON, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MEGAN MORONEY, Environmental Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER MULLEN, Biology, Journalism
Bailey Family Research Scholar

HANNA MULLER, Language and Mind
Joseph Jerome Research Scholar

BRIANA MULLINS, Biochemistry, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KYUNGTAE NA, Comparative Literature, German
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDREA NG WEN-XIN, Economics, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHEUK HIN NGO, History, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

MOHIT NIHALANI, Metropolitan Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHINYERE OBI, History
Collegiate Research Scholar
MARY O'BRYAN, Art History, German
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANTHONY OGANOV, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

SINCLAIRE O'GRADY, Psychology
Joseph Gilbride Research Scholar
Russell and Diane Hawkins Research Scholar

PAMELA OSBORN POPP, Neural Science
Dr. Aston McLaughlin Research Scholar

YRVANE PAGEO, Psychology
Angelica Foundation Research Scholar

RAVI PANCHOLI, Biochemistry
Rose and Barry McMerney Research Scholar

APURVA PARIKH, Biology
John and Julia Lindsey Research Scholar

YUN JOO PARK, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALINA PASTOR-CHERMAK, French
Collegiate Research Scholar

SHIVALI PATEL, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

PARTH PATEL, Anthropology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KATERINA PATIN, Comparative Literature, Journalism
June Schlesinger Katz International Research Scholar

ZOË PATRICK, Biochemistry
Joan Kupersmith Larkin Research Scholar

CECILIA PELLEGRINI, Biology, Comparative Literature
Barnet and Phyllis Liberman Research Scholar

WARD PETTIBONE, Neural Science
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SARA PHILIBOTTE, Economics, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar
RINA PLOTKIN, History
Collegiate Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER POCHAT, Biochemistry
Sidney Probst Research Scholar

JAVIER PORRAS-MADEIRO, Economics, Latin American Studies
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

KIRA PRENITCE, Computer Science, Spanish and Linguistics
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Research Scholar

NICOLE PUGLISE, Journalism, Psychology
Dr. Charles Barbiere Research Scholar

JONATHAN PUN, Biochemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDRES RABELLINO, Economics, International Relations
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

SYED RAHMAN, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TAZMIN RAHMAN, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANEELA RAHMAN, Neural Science, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

JUSTIN RASHTIAN, Economics
Giuseppe Astorina Research Scholar

JUDITH RATCLIFFE, Biochemistry
The New York Community Trust Murray Hidary Research Scholar

WILLIAM REDMAN, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

OLGA REYKHART, Biology, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

MOLLY ROCKHOLD, Urban Design and Architecture Studies, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ODILE RODRIK, Psychology
Dr. Evan and Brooke Kaye Research Scholar
SIENA RUMBOUGH, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

KATHARINE RYAN, Anthropology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

HADEEL SADEK, Biology
Sigal Family Research Scholar

JOHN SANTUCCI III, Chemistry
Wilfred L. and Ruth S.F. Peltz Research Scholar

TEJAS SAWANT, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

MAXIMILIAN SCHMITT, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ISABELLA SCHUMANN, Art History, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

EMILY SCHWARTZ, Psychology
J.S. Sinclair Research Scholar

MAYA SEKHAR, Biology
Philip Alfred Lotz Research Scholar

CHANDNI SHARMA, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RISHI SHARMA, Biochemistry
Pudding Hill Research Scholar

ANNA SHELKIN, English and American Literature, Politics
Collegiate Research Scholar

JAEOO SHIN, Biochemistry
Varet Family Research Scholar

BLAIR SIMMONS, Dramatic Literature
Benjamin P.B. and Fannie L.G. Feldman Research Scholar

MAYA SINGHAL, Social and Cultural Analysis
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ROBIN SMITH, Urban Design and Architecture Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar
CONNOR SMITH, Biology, Spanish
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

JOSHUA SO, Chemistry
Collegiate Research Scholar

DAVID SOBALVARRO, English and American Literature
Tory Dent Research Scholar

SEPAND SOHEILI, Politics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

STEPHANIE SOTIR, Philosophy, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

MORGAN SPERRY, Comparative Literature, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ANJANA SREEDHAR, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

MEGAN STEINER, English and American Literature
Ravi and Nalni Saligram Research Scholar

REMINGTON STUCK, Iberian Studies, Romance Languages
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

REILLY SULLIVAN, Spanish
Harold E. Akselrad Esq. Research Scholar

SAHAANA SUNDAR, Neural Science
Collegiate Research Scholar

YOUNGJAE SUNG, Biochemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

ALEXANDER SWAN, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

TRACY SWAN, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

COURTNEY SY, History
Julie C. Schiefflin Research Scholar

HERA SYED, Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies
Collegiate Research Scholar
CHRISTINE TAI, Psychology  
Lydia R. Reeve Research Scholar

LORENA TAMEZ HERNANDEZ, Comparative Literature, Journalism  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DEWI TAN, Anthropology, Art History  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANDRE TAN, Chemistry  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

DHRITEI TANDON, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

ANTHONY TAO, Neural Science  
Kurt M. Mislow Research Encouragement Scholar

AFEefa TARIQ, History  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MALLIKA TATIKOLA, Chemistry  
Arthur Noulas Research Scholar

VINCENT TEM, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

IMAN THAMBI, Psychology  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

RYAN THOMAS, Politics, Public Policy  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

CHRISTOPHER TORRES, Biology  
Howard Levene (WSC ’41) Research Scholar

RITU VADODARIA, Biology  
Collegiate Research Scholar

MICHELLE VOLK, Biology  
Nathan and Sarah Chesin & Bernard and Mollie Steuer Research Scholarship in the Life Sciences

MANUELA VON SNEIDERN, Biology  
George Maker Research Scholar

REBECCA WALTON, Neural Science  
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
Fiona Wang, Economics, International Relations
Collegiate Research Scholar

Yuwei Wang, Economics and Mathematics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Ruosi Wang, Economics
Collegiate Research Scholar

RicheLL Wee, Economics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Kathryn Weidmann, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Madeleine Wong, Biology
Marie and Anthony Rao Research Scholar

Emily Wood, Journalism, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Lee Xie, Journalism, Spanish
Collegiate Research Scholar

Iving Xu, Social and Cultural Analysis
Steffi Berne Research Scholars

Sijia Xu, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Ilona Yagudayeva, Biology
Sorrell and Lorraine Chesin Research Scholarship

Montserrat Yanez Bravo, Latin American Studies, Politics
Washington Square College Class of ’42 Research Scholar in Humanities

Farzana Yeasmin, Sociology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Teren Yedikian, Neural Science, Psychology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

Xiaowei Yi, Art History
Collegiate Research Scholar

Zejia Yu, Biology
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar
LAWRENCE ZELDIN, Biology
Collegiate Research Scholar

XUANZI ZHANG, Mathematics, Physics
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

MARINA ZHENG, Art History, Journalism
Collegiate Research Scholar

SIJIN ZHENG, Biochemistry
Joan C. Suttles Estate Research Scholar

VINCENT ZHENG, Chemistry
College of Arts and Science Parents Research Scholar

YANLI ZHOU, Mathematics, Psychology
Collegiate Research Scholar

Conference Grant Recipients 2015-2016

MINAAL ADNANI, Economics, Psychology

NICHOLAS CHUA, Neural Science

MARGARET EBY, Sociology

WILLIAM GOEDEL, Global Public Health/Sociology

MAIJA HONIG, Biology, Psychology

AMANDA HUA, Economics, Mathematics

DANIELLE KELLIER, Biology

NINA MARYN, Biology

SHIRA MOGIL, History

KORET MUNGULDAR, Psychology

BRYAN NELSON, Psychology

BRYNN O’DONNELL, Environmental Studies

PAMELA OSBORN POPP, Neural Science

AMY PETERSON, Anthropology
DANIEL POLIN, Mathematics, Physics
KATHARINE RYAN, Anthropology
CAMERON SWEENEY, French, Linguistics
YIANNI TSESMELIS, Hellenic Studies, Philosophy

Freshman and Sophomore Training Grant Recipients 2015-2016

BAYAN ABUBAKR, History, Politics
ALYSSA AHN, Chemistry, Spanish
MARINA LISBOA BACHA, Economics
BREANNA BYRD, International Relations, Social and Cultural Analysis
AKSHUNNA SHAURYA DOGRA, Mathematics, Physics
CAROLINE (CARLY) FARMER, Mathematics
JENNY GAO, Biology
HANA HUSIC, Biochemistry
SEOYEONG IN, Neural Science, Psychology
SUHANA JAGADESAN, Journalism, Neural Science
KUNJ JAIN, Biology
ANTALYA JANO, Biochemistry
ALEENA KAZMI, Global Public Health/Biology
NICOLAS KUGEL, International Relations
KAYLA YING YAN LIM, Neural Science, Psychology
YANA LYANDRES, English and American Literature, French
ZAEEM NAZIR, Biochemistry
DALI NEMECIO, Biochemistry
SOO JUNG OH, Chemistry
MARGISH RAMANI, Neural Science
ANUGYA SOOD, Mathematics, Philosophy
SUSHANT THOMAS, Neural Science
ERNEST TJIA, Anthropology, Social and Cultural Analysis
ROBERT TSENG, Biochemistry
GABRIEL VALDERAMA, Philosophy
MENGYUE WU, Art History
MATTHEW ZHAO, Chemistry
JEFFREY ZHU, Neural Science